Brilliant Solutions for Supply Chain

Solution for Distributor, E-Commerce, Fulfillment, Pick & Pack, Third Party Warehouse, Cold Storage & Manufactures
Brilliant Warehouse Solution:
Brilliant WMS offer configurable workflow for inbound, outbound, transfer & Return. Brilliant WMS offer Kitting Options for the products. Brilliant WMS offer fully integrated warehouse Management solution.

State-of-the-Art Warehouse Management Features:
- Receiving goods – put to stock processes
- Integrated Document & Email Management
- Parameters, Email & SMS. Alerts with powerful Query Builder
- Chaotic stock management
- Replenishment with Inventory and A,B,C management
- User can calculate storage capacity of the warehouse by adding bin capacities
- Interface to automated weighing, slicing & weigh-price-labeling technologies
- Configurable Workflow, Role Inbox, Dashboard, Payment Method, Tax, Product
- Multiple warehouse management (different locations, including virtual suppliers stock)

Efficient Delivery Strategies:
- Barcode based put to stock-processes with mobile scanning devices
- Efficient handling of deliveries with cross docking capabilities
- Matching delivery quantities with supplier orders & status updates to ERP
- Interface to automated weighing, slicing and weigh-price-labeling technologies

Pick, Pack, Ship - Flexible Picking Strategies:
- Single order and multi-order batch picking
- Multi-order single item picking
- Pick-to-box picking process
- High level kit creation – Assembly
- Mobile devices, tablets, Bluetooth & wearable scanners
- Pick by cooler, pick by light, Pick by voice integrations
- Picking and sorting process with multidimensional picklists
- Options to select Pick & Pack Method at SKU level (FIFO, LIFO, Random)

Ready for Special Industry Processes:
- Batch management
- Best before date management
- Serial number management

Flexible Reverse Logistics Processes:
- Optional return label creation at ship-out
- Barcode based returns process
- Return rates & reason analysis
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